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Product #s 
160780, 160781, 160782, 160783, 160784, 160785, 160786

Salice Futura Drawer Slides
Installation Instructions
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SALICE FUTURA     Installation instructions

Type Undermount, full extension; soft close & push to open

Calculation for outside drawer width

Installation Instructions

5/32" (4mm) set back from edge

Metal rear socket position 

Rating 75 lbs, Dynamic, 100 lbs. Static Certification ANSI: Grade 1

Location of the slide 
from the front edge 
of the cabinet 

1 Drawer back detail

Drawer box length = 15" (381mm)

Drawer box length = 18" (457mm)

Drawer box length = 21" (533mm)

Calculate the cabinet depth
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Drawer box 
length

Minimum interior cabinet depth Maximum interior cabinet depth
With metal socket                 With metal socket

15"(381mm) 15 7/8" (403mm)          17 7/16" (442mm)

18"(457mm) 18 7/8" (479mm)           20 3/8" (518mm)

21"(533mm) 21 7/8" (555mm)           23 3/8" (594mm)

Calculating the drawer box size

Front clip detail
Drawer side thickness range

Minimum thickness       15/32” (12mm)

Maximum thickness         5/8" (16mm) 6x Adjustments 

5 

4 

Drawer side 
thickness

5/8"
(16mm)

19/32"
(15mm)

9/16"
(14mm)

1/2"
(13mm)

15/32"
(12mm)

Deduct from 
opening size

3/8"
(9mm)

7/16"
(11mm)

1/2"
(13mm)

5/8"
(16mm)

21/32"
(17mm)

3 Machine back notch & assembly hook hole ( 1/4" (6mm) ) hole as shown.

37mm 
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Calculating drawer box height
                                                                                  Drawer bottom recess: 1/2" (13mm)

                                       Deduct from opening for drawer side height:     1" (25mm)

Assemble front mounting clips as shown. Left and right
6 way adjustable front mounting clips: left and right pair

Assemble rear mounting socket (if applicable) as shown.
        
           Metal socket

6 Assemble drawer slide to cabinet. Note: Important 5/32" (4mm) setback from cabinet front
edge. Drawer slide accepts # 6 wood screws , which are included in the package.                                    
Push to open:  An 1/8” gap is needed between the back of the drawer front and the face 
of the cabinet  to open the drawer.

Drilling template 

Max 5/8” or 
16mm 
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